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Aloha South Maui CPAC 'ohana 

Mahalo for the opportunity to offer testimony at last last night’s South Maui CPAC meeting.  
The section of the Draft Plan discussed last night is extremely important for the present and 
future of Kula Kai and Honua'ula ("South Maui”)  and its lands, oceans and people.  We 
simply cannot just adjust the exisiting strategies used to “control” or “divert” floodwaters, 
mauka-makai. We really need to take a a longrange view of specific approachs that will 
“work with the land”, work with the natural Kahawai (gulches) and work towards 
“Restorative” solutions to drainage that not only “do not make the situation worse” but 
actucally regenerate the naturtal capacity of the lands to absorb the life living waters that 
rain down from the skies. 

To that end, I suggested that the CPAC and the Planning Dept/ Public works would benefit 
from a presentation by a permaculture design firm that is curently working on several larbge 
scale projects in Maui County.  Unfortunately, I did not give the correct name for the firm 
that I was referring to.  

The correct name of the firm is:  United Designers International LLC   

you can check out more about them at:   

https://www.uniteddesigners.org/  

As I mentioned in my testimony, thanks to a legal settlement agreement, United Designers 
will be working with Makena Resort to design and monitor installation of a drainage 
management plan for over 600 acres of slopes mauka of the existing north Makena Golf 
course.  This area is being permitted for  around 36 "Farm dwelling” sites on large lots.  

 It is the hope of the three community groups  (Maui Tomorrow, Sierra Club Maui and 
Ho’oponopono O Makena) who asked for this provision in their 2017 settlement agreement 
with Makena Resort, that the down slope effects of this design process will beclosely 
monitored.  If the permaculture design is effective in preventing further siltation of the 
downslope marine environment, this model can be applied to other large upslope projects. 

 While we realize that denser housing projects would pose very different challenges than the 
Makena large-lot subdivision, we have been told that the same basic principles can be 
applied and the design techniques modified to fit the size, loc ation and density of the 
project. 

The main thing that impressed all of the community groups about the United Designers 
approach was their holistic view of the land and the commitment to directly observe 
conditions on the land over time, as reflected from this statement on their website: 

https://www.uniteddesigners.org/


"Working with geospatial information supplied by satellites and aircraft, United Designers is 
able to accurately locate and label elements on the landscape. Each feature is assessed 
and measured as the data is recorded in the UD process. High-resolution imagery is used to 
quantify hydrologic characteristics of watersheds and stream beds. Groundcover and 
cultural practices on the land are also identified for further on-site investigations. A mosaic 
of data points and graphical mapping done by United designers is essential to the design 
process, regenerative agriculture,  and ecological restoration. 

With assessments, UD is neither confined to a digital research trajectory nor bound solely to 
the groundwork, striking a balance of both. In the best cases, one rises and lays with the 
sun, living the project on site for a number of days or weeks, again depending on the scale. 
In-depth interviews with the landowners or caretakers are indispensable. It is a shared 
process that requires patience and observation where awareness evolves mutually. “  

We need to make sure that our future developments in Kihei consider the options they have 
to truly “work with the land” and with traditional and generational knowledge of the land. 
The permaculture design principles are rooted in that way of seeing things.  

I urge the CPAC to allow time for a presentation by United Designers as well as kanaka 
mauka-makai watershed project cordinators like Sol Kaho’ohalahala who is working to 
protect the ocean waters of Lana’i. 

I have also attached a map of  South Maui wetlands from 35 years ago (1987). I found it in 
the Sierra Club Maui files and made a scan. 

 It is based upon US Army corps studies of that time. The extent of wetland areas known 
then on both sides of Lipoa street -both mauka and makai and between Lipoa and 
Welakahao illustrates the opportunity this plan update has to reverse the loss of wetlands in 
the Kula Kai region. 

Two other attachments are: 

1) a 1938 map of  the Kihei landing area- showing the muliwai on the makai section of  what 
is now considered Project District 2 (Weinberg land) this should be considered when the 
CPAC looks at Land use designations in the updated plan. 

2) a picture of a roundabout in Uturoa, Island of Ra’iatea, Tahiti. The roundabouts in the 
small towns in Tahiti often use native landscaping and incorporation pohaku etc. This 
concept would look great in Kula Kai. 
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Figure 9.  Enlargement of Registered Map No. 3028, “Kihei[-]Makena Road,” showing Kihei General Store (K. Ban) and Kihei Landing (1938).  
Courtesy Hawai‘i Land Survey Office, Department of Accounting and General Services.                                       
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